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This thesis discusses the death and loss phenomenon portrayed in an 

animated movie, Coco. Coco animated movie which released on November 2017, 

tells a story about two worlds: the world of living and the world of death or also 

known as the land of the living and the land of the dead which fused into one due 

to the action of a Mexican boy name Miguel Rivera, the great-great-grandson of 

Coco.  This thesis aims to deconstruct death and loss phenomenon portrayed in 

Coco movie. This research used descriptive qualitative method in revealing the 

data. In analyzing the data the researcher used deconstruction theory by Jacques 

Derrida. As the result of this study, the researcher found that death and loss are 

two things clearly portrayed in Coco movie. However, the researcher found death 

and loss in general is sorrowful become pleasant or joyful by using deconstruction 

theory.    

Keywords: Death-loss, Deconstruction, Coco Movie. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses the basis of the research. It consists of background, 

research question, objective of research, significant of research and scope of 

research. 

A. Background 

Death is something that it certain and cannot be separated from human life, 

everyone who lives in this world will die. Death is a scary mystery and an 

inevitability that ends forever the breath and step of a person’s life. Therefore, 

most of people think that death is a taboo thing to talk about. Death is a 

catastrophe, a tragedy and a calamity that brings sorrow (Hidayat, 2006).  

Death is a reality of life, every human being will experience death. Death 

means loss, loss the soul from the body, loss the oxygen, loss interaction from the 

world, from family and from everything. Death can happen to anyone, both old 

and young, even newborns. It is sunattullah that every living thing will taste die. 

In the holy Qur’an there are many verses talk about death and one of them is surah 

Al-Ankabut verse 57.   

 كُلُّ نفَْسٍ ذَاۤى قِةَُ الْمَوْتِِۗ ثمَُّ الِيَْناَ تسُْجَعُوْنَ 

Translation: {Every soul must taste a death, then to Us you shall be 

brought back} 

In Ibnu Katsir interpretation explain that death wherever you are, death 

will surely find you. So be people who are always in obedient to Allah wherever 
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you are, according to what Allah has commanded you for verily this is better for 

you, because death will inevitably come to you.   

Death as part of life is often becomes the theme or driving force of a 

movie. There are lots of movies that carry the theme of death in its story. The 

theme of death can be found in all genres of movie, such as in drama genre, 

comedy genre, action, romantic, documenter, animation genre and many else. 

Animation is a moving image in the form of a collection objects (images) 

arranged in an orderly manner following the flow of movement which has been 

determined for each increment of time that occurs. Animation creates the effect of 

movement or change within a certain period of time, it can also consider the 

change of color of an object within a certain period of time (Bustaman, 2001:32-

33). Animation movie particularly aimed to children because it tends to depict 

fantastic and ultimately joyful stories (Jesssica, 2020:112). However that 

animation movie also enjoyed by adults because the massage contained in it can 

change perspective and human thought.   

The theme of death is also present in Coco movie that the researcher 

would study. Coco is one of animated movie that tell a different story from the 

stories in animated movie in general. Coco’s movie tells the story of two worlds; 

namely the world of living and the world of death or also known as the land of the 

living and the land of the dead. Those two worlds are fused into one due to the 

action of a boy from Mexico name Miguel Rivera. Miguel is twelve years old boy 

who really wants to be a musician like his idol, Ernesto de la Cruz, a famous 

musician in his great-great-grandmother era. His dream to be a musician strictly 
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forbidden of his family because his great-great-grandfather in the past left his wife 

when there is a child to rise, Coco.  

In Miguel’s family everyone hates music and everyone hates his great-

great-grandfather except Coco, Miguel’s great-grandmother. Coco in her very old 

age still waiting for her father return, even though her father faceless photo is 

displayed on the ofrenda, which indicates that her father already dead. Although 

music is forbidden in Miguel’s family, he has been secretly practicing playing 

guitar through the Ernesto de la Cruz old film. He practiced to play guitar in the 

hidden ofrenda room, on the roof of his house until one day his guitar was 

destroyed by his own grandmother. Miguel loss his prized guitar and it makes him 

very sad until finally he decided to borrow Ernesto guitar for join music 

competition because it is Dia de Muertos day (day of the death celebration in 

Mexico). The guitar is in the museum which located at graveyard. However, when 

he strum Ernesto guitar strange thing happened, he became invisible to people in 

the land of living but seen by spirits who lived in the land of dead. Miguel then 

begun to explore the world of death, he even met with his dead relatives to reveal 

a big secret that his family had not known. 

In Coco movie, the researcher found that death and loss are two things 

obviously described both in the world of living and in the world of death. 

However, death and loss in the living world is so painful while death and loss in 

the land of death is not that painful. From that the researcher interested to analyze 

this movie use deconstruction theory, a theory which popularized by Jacques 
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Derrida. So that the researcher raised a title “Death and Loss as Seen in Coco 

Movie: Deconstruction Analysis”  

 There are three reasons why the researcher wanted to analyze this movie 

used deconstruction theory; first, there were many researchers before who 

analyzed Coco movie but none of them were found to analyze this movie use 

deconstruction theory. Second, deconstruction theory considered as a capable 

theory to figure out unseen thing or the thing that people in general do not realize, 

so the use of deconstruction or the presence of it makes literary works more 

interesting because this theory capable to reveal literary work from different 

perspective. The last, it is because the researcher wanted to show that if this movie 

analyzed using deconstruction, death and loss are painful thing in general but in 

Coco movie it is present differently. In other word, the researcher wanted to show 

that death and loss is not that painful or it is a joyful thing through this movie. 

That is the researcher wanted to reveal in this research.  

B. Research Question 

Based on the background that has been described above, there is a problem 

that researcher wants to answer then it arrange into question: 

How death and loss are portrayed in Coco movie? 

C. Objective of Research 

Based on research question above, the objective of this research is to 

describe the portrayal of death and loss in Coco movie. 
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D. Significant of Research 

This research aims to serve theatrical and practical purposes. 

Theoretically, the researcher expected to vary the knowledge in literary critic 

especially in deconstruction theory, in other words, this research help us to 

understand more deeply about deconstruction theory as one of the interest of 

literature approach especially for student in English and Literature Department. 

Practically, this research teaches us to be more critical in thinking 

especially when dealing with literary works. This research lead us to be more 

creative in interpret. 

E. Scope of Research 

This research focuses on analyzing the text of Coco script movie to find 

out the binary opposition trough the storyline which built by the author then the 

researcher reverse/overturn it. This research employs Jacques Derrida’s theory. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter consists of review of related study and theoretical framework. 

A. Review of Related Study 

The object material of this research is a script movie written by Adriana 

Molin entitled “Coco”. Coco movie was chosen by National Board of Review as 

the Best Animated Movie of 2017 and also categorized the best animated movie at 

the 90
th

 Academy Award. The Coco movie dominated the world’s Box Office 

during its release, 2017. There are several researchers have studied about this 

movie, the previous studies used as a comparison to this research.  

The first researcher who has study this movie is Fira (2021), her thesis 

entitled Semiotic Analysis Representation of family Disharmony in Coco Movie. 

The focus of her thesis is to describe how the representation of family disharmony 

portrayed in Coco movie. In her thesis, to describe the focus she used descriptive 

method with a critical approach in the framework of Ralf Dahrendorf's Social 

Conflict Theory and with Roland Barthes' Semiotic Analysis knife. The result of 

her thesis shows that there are several representations of family disharmony 

portrayed in Coco movie. There are representation of;  failure of roles in the 

family, lack of support from family members, fighting and rebellious behavior due 

to family disharmony and lack of mutual understanding in the family.  

The second researcher who also analyze Coco movie is Gloria (2020). The 

title of her research is Family Value in Coco Film by Walt Disney Picture, the 

purpose of her research are to identify, classify and analyze the theme in Coco 
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film trough the characters, plot and setting. In her research she used primary 

method and in theory she used theory of family value from Lammana and 

Riedman (1990) to analyze and describe the family values in Coco film. The 

result of her research shows that there are three types of family value in Coco 

film: there are togetherness, stability and loyalty through conflict and the plot. 

From the research also people can learn that the value in family is important, 

through the values in the family we can know and understand the meaning of a 

family.  

DESKOMVIS Journal in 2020 also published research about Coco movie, 

the research is written by Felita and Elda in 2019. The title of the research is 

Analysis Element of Visualization Death Culture in Animated Film “Coco”. The 

research conducted to understand in depth about the theme and the film 

visualization and how it affects the film as a whole. In analyzing the researchers 

used descriptive research method to elaborate the visual element of the film and 

the data collected from visual sources and some references to analyze the visual 

symbol in Coco animation movie. From the research it conclude that portrayal of 

death in film does not always have to be related to the elements commonly 

associated with death such as the typical gloomy atmosphere from a spectrum of 

dark colors. The Coco animation film visualization made to celebrate and to 

respect relatives who had passed away. 

Beside object material there is also named object formal in a research and 

the object formal of this research is deconstruction. There are lots of researchers 

before have analyzed literary works using deconstruction approach. Such as a 
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research which is done by Fitrah in 2017, her research tittle is Deconstruction 

Analysis in Moana Movie. The focus of her research is to deconstruct a binary 

opposition between the main character and minor character in Moana movie and 

revealed the other side the characters that have been not important in Moana 

movie which become important because the minor characters formed a different 

character in Moana movie and figure out the different character of Moana. Her 

research use descriptive qualitative method and the researcher use deconstruction 

theory. In her research she use note taking as the instrument to get the valid data 

and in finding her research show that every character was equal because the 

character could not be categorized into the main and minor character. Every 

character had same roles in building the story in Moana movie. Researcher found 

that the different character from Moana who was portrayed as a brave woman, she 

never give up to her mission and a woman like a man; independent woman. 

Another researcher who also analyzed literary works using deconstruction 

theory is done by Rani. The title of her research is An Analysis of Deconstruction 

toward Three Fairy Tales of Grimms Brothers: Rapunzel, Snow Drop, and 

Ashputtel. She conducted her research in 2014. The objective of her research is to 

find out the minor aspects that appear within the text. In conducting her research, 

she applies a deconstruction theory which popularized by Jacques Derrida: the 

theory assumed that literature is not monophony. From that perspective, she found 

the minor text of those three fairy tales and built new understanding; so the 

meaning of those stories postponed.   
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Having compared those thesis and journal there are similarities and 

differences. The similarities and the differences are in the object material and also 

in the object formal. The three previous findings take Coco movie as the object 

material of their research and this research also use Coco movie as the object 

material but different focus. Fira (2021) analyzed Coco movie in her research but 

she focus on to describe how the representation of family disharmony portrayed in 

Coco. Gloria (2020) also analyzed Coco movie but the focus is the family value in 

Coco movie.  Felita and Elda (2019) analyzed Coco movie also but their focus on 

the theme and the film visualization and how it affects the film as a whole. This 

research also use Coco movie as the object material but different focus from the 

previous finding. The focus of this research is to describe death and loss as seen in 

Coco movie using deconstruction.       

There are many researchers before take deconstruction as their object 

formal. Fitri (2017) analyzed her research using deconstruction, but she analyzed 

Moana movie. Rani (2014) also analyzed her research use deconstruction theory 

but she analyzed three fairy tales of Grimms brothers. So from that the researcher 

wants to analyze Coco movie use deconstruction theory because none of them 

have already discuss about it. The researcher will focus on analyze the text of 

Coco script movie to find out how death and loss are portrayed in this movie and 

this research uses deconstruction approach because it offer new point of view 

about Coco movie. 
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B. Theoretical Framework  

1. Death-Loss 

Death-loss is a universal case and a case that is unique to each individual 

in one’s life experience. Death and loss are term which in general means 

something that is uncomfortable to talk about. According to the existing research 

people include the topic of death-loss from social life, fell uncomfortable 

discussing about death-loss and even regard it as a taboo (Girl, 2014 p. 3; Walter 

1991, p. 293; Corr 2016; Gellie, Mills, Levinson, Stephenson and Flynn 2015 

cited in Miller-Lewis et al. 2020, p. 243). The uncomfortable discussing about 

death-loss because this condition involves more emotion like sad and anger from 

the person concerned.  

Death means the absence of life. According to Ismail (2009), medically, 

death can be detected namely marked by cessation of a person’s heartbeat. In line 

with that Santrock (2002) defines death fairly specific, namely the end of certain 

biological function such as breathing and breathing blood pressure and stiffness of 

the body, these things are considered quite obvious as sign of death. Meanwhile, 

death according to Islam is a transition or displacement of the spirits to enter a 

new life that greater and eternal (Hidayat, 2006).   

   Loss is an actual or potential situation that can experience by individuals 

when separate from something that previous existed, either partially or completely 

or there is a change in life resulting in a feeling of loss (Hidayat 2002). Loss is a 

condition of an individual being separated from something that previously existed, 

then become non-existent, either partially or completely (Lyus, Joseph, 179). Loss 
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is an experience that has been experienced by everyone individuals in their life 

span. Since birth, the individual has experience loss and tend to experience it 

again although in a different form.      

Based on the above understanding, the researcher concludes that death is 

the end of certain biological function, such as respiration and blood pressure and 

the rigidity of body is due to the detachment of the spirit from the human body. 

However, loss is a feeling in the individual that results from events to absence of a 

thing either person or anything that was before there. These events can be in the 

form of death divorce, accident, natural disaster and others.    

2. Deconstruction 

Deconstruction is a way of reading text introduced by Jacques Derrida, a 

French philosopher and literary critic. Deconstruction appeared in the late 1960s 

and become a major influence on literary studies during the late 1970s (Tyson, 

2006, p. 249). It appeared as a critic to the view of structuralism.  

Bilik (2020) stated that structuralism is an understanding that assumes all 

orders in the world are structured. Structuralism departs from language. Language 

is not just a mean of communication but scientifically language is a sign system 

that expresses ideas. The sign is the relationship between the signifier and 

signified. The signifier is a word and signified is concept. For example the word 

cat marks the concept of fur, has four legs, fish eaters and other concept about the 

characteristics of the cat. The connection between the word cat and the concept 

eventually became a sign of cat. Language emphasizes the concept of Difference. 

Each sign must be different from other sign.  For instance a sentence “I have a 
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cat” the word “I” is different from the word “have” the word “have” is different 

from the word “a” and the word “cat”. That difference must be structured because 

if not, the meaning will be confused.  

The Difference creates meaning, for example white is different because it 

is contrasted with black, tall looks towering because juxtaposed with short. So the 

more different, the more meaningful, the more opposition the clearer the meaning. 

Derrida (in Setyanta, 2015:159-160) state that binary opposition is presenting a 

different meaning or contradictory meaning and in that meaning there is a 

dominant position between the two. Binary opposition in structuralism is 

hierarchical. Hierarchical means that there is a higher or better status. For example 

white is consider better than black, tall is considered better than short. From this 

structural language, it finally affects the structural human way of thinking. Style 

of thinking determines culture and perspective. For instance people always want 

to have white skin, sharp nose, tall body, rich, perfect and so on and people feel 

worry if their skin is black, snub nose, short body, poor and so on. This thing 

makes discriminatory towards people who have lower category. This is the start of 

Jacques Derrida talking about deconstruction. 

The term of deconstruction according to Sehandi (2016:116) is formed 

from word Destruction which means (defacement, annihilation) and Construction 

means (arrangement, building). Therefore, deconstruction is defacement of 

building in literary theory that already exist namely structuralism theory, that is 

why deconstruction is also known as poststructuralism theory or a theory after 

structuralism.  Meanwhile, according to Lubis (2014:34) the French term of 
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deconstruction is Deconstuire which means to disassemble the machine, but to 

disassemble the machine to be reassembled. Therefore deconstruction means 

positive because it disassemble the meaning of the text but does not aim to just 

disassemble it but to find a new meaning from the text it disassembles.  

For Derrida, language is unstable, structure is unstable and meaning is 

unstable. As said before that signifier is word, okay we agree about that but 

signified is the concept is not okay. Why? Because logically how do we have 

concept without word? Is there any in this world without word? Feeling, Love, 

how someone know that you have feelings for him/her if you don’t tell him/her 

and in conveying it of course you use words. This means that to make feeling 

exist we need words, even the feeling itself is word F E E L I N G. For Derrida, 

there is no signified because all are signifiers. For example if we open a dictionary 

to look up a definition of a word, all we will get is a series of other words. So you 

always need another signifier that is never complete to explain the word. Not only 

on dictionary, in the real life as well. Happiness is being beautiful, having lot of 

money, big houses, lots of cars and so on and there is no final word to explain it. 

Well this is what Derrida means that meaning is never complete and meaning is 

never present in its entirety.  This is in line with Rohman (2014:4-5) opinion 

which stated that in deconstruction there is a delay of final meaning in text. 

Deconstruction shows that the result of previous meaning is not final meaning that 

cannot change. 

Derrida offer difference to disassemble our structured mind. Difference 

consist two words that is to differ (differentiate) and to defer (delay). These two 
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words describe the nature of meaning. For Derrida meaning is present because 

difference and the present of meaning always delayed. The difference version of 

Derrida is not same between the difference version of structuralism. The 

difference in Derrida’s version is not hierarchical but the difference actually 

explained mutual needs, for instance white exists because black is exists and 

without black white is not also exists.  

In the other hand, defer explain that meaning cannot be present in entirely, 

totally or completely. As far as we explain meaning to extend that we are trapped 

in other words to explain it, there is always something missing. Can we imagine 

that what is truly beautiful is like? White, sharp, slim and so on. 

The always-delayed trait explains another concept know as trace. As far as 

we try to explain the meaning with other series of word, so far we also explore the 

meaning that is scattered everywhere. By tracing the traces of meaning we also 

learn what is never revealed, Derrida call it Absence. Absence is our way of 

displaying meaning that is never shown. This is like reveling black skin is also 

beautiful, short body is also beautiful and so on. So the presence of absence 

explains that everything is paradoxical, nothing is completely intact.    

In deconstruction theory we will often encounter term of Logos. Logos 

according to Derrida is a desire to form a single meaning a text, Logos always 

looks for a stable center of a text so that a final truth is formed.  In deconstruction, 

Derrida deny the existence of Logos in a text because Derrida believes that there 

is no such absolute or single meaning in a text. (Rany, 2014). Deconstruction is 
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considered successful if the meaning is able to change and make it strange for the 

readers. 

3. Step of Deconstruction 

In deconstructing a text, Derrida (1981: 41-42) in his book Position stated 

that there are two steps to go through. The first step is identify opposition, the 

second step is determined which side is privileged.  

1. Identifying opposition  

Deconstruction should “necessarily” operate “from the inside”. 

According to Derrida in Ozdemir (2014:62) there are two ways of finding 

from the inside the text, the first way is pointing out the ignored parts of 

the text and then challenging them and identifying their condition and 

dealing with the binary opposition used in the text. In other word, if 

someone wants to deconstruct a text, he should find any significant or 

essential part that are underestimated or ignored and question those parts 

in different perspective in order to get different interpretation.    

2. Determined which side is privileged 

After identifying the opposition existing in text, the next step is 

determining which side is privileged by revealing how the underestimated 

marginalized meaning can as well be central. For this phase of reversal is 

needed in order to subvert the original hierarchic of the first term over the 

second. But eventually one must realize that this hierarchic is equally 

unstable and surrender to complete free play of binary opposition in a non-

hierarchical.  
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4. Coco Movie Storyline 

Coco is a 2017 American computer animated fantasy movie. It produced 

by Pixar Animation Studios and released by Walt Disney Pictures. Beside chosen 

by National Board of Review as the Best Animated Movie in 2017 and 

categorized the best animated movie at the 90
th

 Academy Award this movie also 

categorized as the best animated movie at the 2018 Golden Globe.  

 Coco movie tells about a journey of 12 years boy named Miguel who 

really wants to be a musician even though his family strictly forbids it. The family 

forbids Miguel to become a musician it is because of his great-great-grandmother 

named Imelda who was married a musician man. That musician man left Imelda 

and his daughter’s, Coco, to pursue his career in music and never return back. 

Since that, music is banished by Imelda and no more music in her family. The left 

of that musician man makes Imelda starting a shoemaker business to support her 

family.  

Miguel lives with his family, there are elderly Coco his great- 

grandmother, Abuelita his grandmother and his parents all of them are 

shoemakers. Miguel’s daily activity is shining shoes beside that he is secretly 

idolizes Ernesto de la Cruz a famous musician in his great-great-grandmother era. 

He secretly learned to play guitar from Ernesto de la Cruz’s old film.  

One day on the Day of Dead in the ofrenda Miguel accidently broke the 

photo frame of Coco with her mother, Imelda. This accident caused by Dante (a 

street dog). Miguel found a hidden section of the photo and he saw that there is 

his great-great-grandfather who is holding Ernesto de la Cruz’s guitar he then 
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conclude that Ernesto de la Cruz is his great-great grandfather. He then proudly 

informs to his family that Ernesto is his great-great grandfather and he plans to go 

to plaza to join a singing contest because he wants to follow Ernesto career but of 

course his plans strongly opposed by his family because they hate music, Abuelita 

destroyed Miguel’s guitar.  

Miguel sees his guitar shattered and he immediately left. In his sad 

situation he still thinking of playing music in the plaza. But, he rejected because 

he does not have a guitar. He tries to borrow guitar but no one wants to borrow 

him and finally he decided to borrow Ernesto’s guitar at mausoleum to use in the 

singing contest but once he strum it he become invisible to everyone in the plaza 

or in other word he is invisible to everyone in the land of living. However, he can 

interact with his skeletal dead relatives in the land of dead who are visiting to the 

land of the living for holiday. When Miguel meets with his skeletal relatives, they 

realize that there is one of their family members missed that is Mama Imelda (the 

mot her of Coco). The skeletal dead relatives then bring Miguel to meet Mama 

Imelda in the City of skeletal dead. Miguel and his skeletal relatives found Mama 

Imelda cannot visit the bridge, since her photo removed by Miguel in the ofrenda. 

Mama Imelda asks Miguel to come back in the Land of Living to put her 

photo in the ofrenda, she then gives her blessing to Miguel but in her blessing 

sentence she adds that Miguel is forbidden to play music. Miguel received that 

blessing because if not he will become one of the dead, he has to come back 

before the sunrise but actually he does not agree if Mama Imelda forbids him to 

play music. When he comes back to Land of Living, he then continue to take the 
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Ernesto’s guitar because he wants to play music in Plaza and automatically he 

comes back to the Land of Dead. Mama Imelda angry, Miguel left and seeks to 

Ernesto’s blessing instead.  

Miguel then meets Hector, who declared that he knows Ernesto de la Cruz. 

Hector wants to help Miguel to meet Ernesto but Miguel must help Hector too to 

put his photo in the ofrenda. However to meet Ernesto is not easy, they have to 

join a contest and get a ticket to meet him. Miguel and Hector then go to looking 

for a guitar to use in contest and they found it from Hector’s friend who 

completely died because no one put his photo in the ofrenda.  

Miguel then sing a song in that contest while Hector accompanies him by 

dancing, when the song finish he suddenly sees his skeletal relatives family 

looking for him, he then gets away from that contest with Hector. Hector then 

realize that Miguel has family and he asks Miguel to accept their blessing so that 

Miguel can come back to the Land of Living to put his photo in the ofrenda but 

Miguel does not want because he wants the blessing from Ernesto who he thinks 

his great-great-grandfather. Miguel and Hector are then disappeared. 

   After disappeared Miguel then plans to meet Ernesto by himself. He got 

an idea to follow a singing group who wins the contest before and finally he meets 

Ernesto de la Cruz. When he meets Ernesto, he tells Ernesto that he is Ernesto’s 

great-great-grandson and Ernesto believes it even he feels proud to has a great-

great-grandson like Miguel who has a good talent in music. They then do a lot of 

enjoyable things together. Miguel also tells Ernesto that his family forbids him to 

play music he feels really sad, hearing that Ernesto asks Miguel to go to his 
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concert to make him happy but Miguel refused because he must go to the Land of 

Living before sunrise. When Ernesto gives his blessing to Miguel, suddenly 

Hector comes. Hector for the several times ask Miguel to bring his photo in the 

ofrenda and when he offered that photo to Miguel, Ernesto takes that photo. 

Hector then angry to Ernesto and they renew an argument about their partnership 

in life. Hearing that Miguel realized that when Hector decided to leave and to turn 

back to his family, Ernesto poisoned him then stole his guitar along with his songs 

and passing them off as his own to become famous. 

The lie of Ernesto finally exposed and to protect his legacy, he hides 

Hector’s photo in his pocket. He then asks his security guards to throw Hector and 

Miguel into a cenote pit. There, Miguel realized that Hector is his real great-great 

grandfather not Ernesto de la Cruz and Coco is Hector’s daughter.  

Not need a long time in cenote, Mama Imelda with her spirit guide 

(Pevita) comes to rescue Miguel and Hector. Miguel reveals the truth about 

Hector’s death. Mama Imelda and Hector reconcile, and the family goes to 

Ernesto’s concert to take the photo that Ernesto took. In that concert, Ernesto’s 

crimes are exposed to the audience and the audience hates Ernesto until Ernesto 

crushed by a giant bell for the second time, same manner that he originally dead.  

However, Hector’s photo is lost and Miguel has to come back to the Land of 

Living before sunrise and asks Coco that her Papa (Hector) really miss her. In the 

Living of Land Miguel tries to sing “Remember me” song to Coco and fortunately 

Coco remember her Papa, she then takes out the part of her Papa’s photo from 

drawer and puts that photo in the ofrenda.  
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One year later, Miguel shows the family ofrenda to his new baby sister, 

Socorro. In the ofrenda there is also Coco’s photo, she passed away. In life Coco 

collected Hector’s letter which prove that Ernesto stole his song and Hector 

finally rightfully honored. In the Living of Dead Hector and Imelda get along, 

joining Coco and in the Land of Living Miguel sings and plays for his relatives 

both living and dead. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter described the method applied, object of research, and the 

instrument used. Additionally, the data collection procedure, the procedure and 

technique of data analysis were covered too.  

A. Method of Research 

In order to discover how death and loss are portrayed in Coco movie, this 

research uses descriptive qualitative method. According to Nassaji (2015:129) 

descriptive qualitative method is design to portray the information in more detail 

and in a broader sentence explanation. Further explained by Aminuddin (190:16) 

the descriptive qualitative method intends in analyzing the form of the description 

and not in number or a coefficient of relationship between variables. For addition 

Sugiyono (2010) add that qualitative research means collecting data in the form of 

word rather in number.  

Data in this research collected in the form of sentence which contained in 

Coco script movie that indicate death and loss phenomenon and used 

deconstruction theory by Jacques Derrida.   

B. Object of Research 

The object of this research divided into two kinds that are material and 

formal object. The material object is the script of Coco movie which is original 

story by Lee Unkrich, Jason Katz, Matthew Aldrich and Adrian Molina. This 

movie was scripted by Adrian Molina and Matthew Aldrich. This script movie 
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consists of 130 pages. This movie was release for the first time on October 20, 

2017 during the Morelia international Film Festival in Morelia, Mexico.   

Formal object of this research discuss about how death ad loss as seen in 

Coco script movie. The researcher used deconstruction theory that is popularized 

by Jacques Derrida.  

Beside material and formal object this research also has primary and 

secondary data. 

1. Primary data 

Primary data of this research is all text in Coco script movie which 

indicate death and loss phenomenon. 

2. Secondary data. 

The secondary data include book, thesis, journal and any other 

sources from internet that has relation between the title and the topic of 

this research.     

C. Research Instrument 

In this research, the instrument is the researcher herself. The researcher 

interpreted the movie and takes a note in the scenario and finds the portrayal of 

death and loss phenomenon.  The use of note taking of this research is in order to 

get and analyze the data. According to Makany (2009:619) note taking is the 

practice of recording information from other sources, in other word by taking note 

the writer records the essence of the information and freeing their mind from 

having recall everything. The note taking in this research uses pieces of paper to 

classify the death and loss phenomenon which found in Coco script movie.   
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D. The Procedure of Data Collection 

In collecting the data, the researcher does several steps below: 

1. The researcher watched the Coco movie in several times so that the 

researcher could understand the storyline of the movie perfectly. 

2. The researcher read the script of Coco movie as the main data source 

in this research.  

3. The researcher identified the death and loss phenomenon which is 

found in Coco movie script. 

4. Then the researcher concluded it as a certain data of the research.   

E. The Procedure of Data Analysis 

The researcher focuses in all text in Coco movie script to find the answer 

of the research problem. Procedure and technique that the researcher has taken 

are:  

1. Applying the theory to answer research question and 

2. Drawing the conclusion based on the result analysis. 

F. Technique of  Data Analysis 

The researcher analyzed the data of death and loss phenomenon found in 

Coco movie script. Furthermore the researcher used deconstruction by Jacques 

Derrida to deconstruct death and loss phenomenon in Coco movie script. There 

are two steps in deconstruction theory from Derrida’s perspective as follows: 

Identifying opposition and determined which side is privileged then reverse or 

overturn it. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

The researcher analyzed the phenomenon of death and loss in Coco movie. 

The researcher used Jacques Derrida’s deconstruction in analyzing death and loss 

phenomenon to reveal the opposition from what the researcher had shown in the 

research.  

A. Finding  

This part presents the result of data analysis. Based on the movie through 

the storyline, the researcher found the binary opposition in coco movie script 

which is Death and loss are painful vs Death and loss are joyful. In this finding 

section the researcher showed several data that is proved the binary opposition 

about how death and loss as a panful in the land of the living versus how death 

and loss as joyful in the land of dead. The researcher used the term Datum 

towards explaining that binary opposition. There are 14 datum here and will be 

explain in the discussion section. 

The following are the datum of the binary opposition that the researcher 

found:  

Death and loss are painful (In the land of living) 

Datum 1: Papa leaves Coco 

Miguel  : See a long time ago there was this family. 

(The images on the papel picado come to life to illustrate a 

father, a mother, and a little girl. The family is happy). 

Miguel  : The papá, he was a musician. 

(The papá plays guitar while the mother dances with her Daughter). 
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Miguel  : He and his family would sing, and dance, and count their 

blessings. But he also had a dream... to play for the world. And one day 

he left with his guitar... and never returned. (00:01:35-00:01:41, P.1). 

(The man walks down a road, guitar slung on his back. In another vignette his 

daughter stands in the doorway, watching her papá leave. Two feet step up next to 

her. It is her mamá, hardened). 

 

 In this scene, Miguel is trying to tell the history of his great-great 

grandmother’s childhood, Coco. When Coco still toddler, she was being left of 

her Papa because her Papa wanted to play music for the world but he never 

returned back. The left of Papa makes Coco feels so sad. The sadness of Coco can 

be seen when her father stepped up to leave, little Coco chased after him with 

three steps and Coco’s hand wanted to reach her father from behind but her father 

just walk away. After that little Coco just stood and silent in the doorway with a 

gloomy and sad face watching her Papa leave. Her lips curved downward as well 

as her eyebrows, furrowed. She feels so sad because losing a father figure that she 

loves so much is so painful.  

Datum 2: Ernesto de la Cruz was hit by a giant bell 

Miguel : I know I'm not supposed to love music -- but it's not my     

fault! It's his: Ernesto de la Cruz. The greatest musician of all 

time. 

Miguel : He started out a total nobody from Santa Cecilia, like me. But 

when he played music, he made people fall in love with him. He 

starred in movies. He had the coolest guitar... He could fly! 

And he wrote the best songs! But my all-time favorite? It's— 

(A CLIP of de la Cruz performing in a fancy nightclub) 

Ernesto de la Cruz  : (singing)…. REMEMBER ME THOUGH I HAVE TO SAY 

GOODBYE. REMEMBER ME…. 

Miguel : He lived the kind of life you dream about... Until 1942.. 

(As the audience swoons over de la Cruz, an absent-minded stagehand leans on a 

lever. Ropes and pulleys go flying). 

Ernesto de la Cruz  : ….UNTIL YOU ARE IN MY ARMS AGAIN. REMEMBER 

ME. 
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(De la Cruz is subsequently crushed by a giant bell) 

Miguel : When he was crushed by a giant bell. (0:06:02-0:06:18, P. 7-

9) 

  The death of Ernesto de la Cruz in the land of the living makes everyone 

feels sorrowful. It is obviously described when he was crushed by a giant bell in 

his spectacular concert in 1942. At first, when he was singing, everyone in the 

concert was very happy. This can be seen from their wide smiling faces and 

sparkling eyes as if this was a sign of how amazed they were by Ernesto de la 

Cruz's performance. But all the smiles and sparkling eyes went out and turned into 

silent lips and bulging eyes because they were shocked and sad when Ernesto was 

accidently hit by a giant bell. Everyone sad of Ernesto death, this is because 

Ernesto has many talents when he was alive. He could play guitar, play in movies, 

wrote the best song and he could sing songs beautifully. Those things makes 

people fall in love with him and that is why when he was crushed by a giant bell 

everybody feels so painful about that.  

Datum 3: Mama Coco remember her Papa 

Abuelita : …I don‟t want to see you end up like-- 

(Abuelita looks up the photo of the faceless musician) 

Miguel   : Like Mama Coco‟s papa? 

Abuelita : Never mantion that man! He‟s better of forgotten. 

Miguel  : But you are the one who— 

Abuelita : Ta,ta,ta-tch!  

Miguel  : I was just— 

Abuelita : Tch-tch! 

Miguel  : But— 

Abuelita : Tch! 

Miguel : I— 

Abuelit : Tch-tch! 

Mama Coco : Papa? 

(They look to find Mama Coco agitated) 

Mama Coco : Papa is home…? 

Abuelita       : Mama, calmese, calmese. 
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Mama Coco : Papa is coming home? 

Abuelita       : No Mama. It‟s okay, I am here. (0:10:30-0:10:51, P.16-17) 

The left of Coco’s Papa makes family member hate him because there was 

a child to rise when he was left, that was little Coco. However, Miguel and Coco 

do not same like the other family. Mama Coco herself known as a senile woman 

but until in her old age she still remembered her Papa. This is happened when 

Miguel and Abuelita had an argued and talked about Papa, at the same time Mama 

Coco asking for him in three times. Mama Coco asked if her Papa is already at 

home. Mama Coco asked about her Papa with sadness. Her hands trembled when 

mention her father, her voice low and as if full of hope that her father was home. 

Her eyes almost filled with tears, her eyebrows furrowed and there was no smile 

on her lips at all as if to illustrate that losing her father was something that very 

painful for her. She misses her Papa so much because she lost him since in her 

childhood. She feels so pain about it. 

Datum 4: For the second time Mama Coco asks about her Papa.  

Miguel : Dante! No, Dante, Stop! 

(Miguel pulls the dog away from the ofrenda, but the table shakes. The frame with 

Mama Imelda‟s photo sways back and forth, then topples to the ground with a 

sickening crack). 

Miguel : No, no, no, no, no! No… 

(Miguel picks up the old photo of Mama Imelda, which unfolds to reveal another 

portion, hidden all these years; the man with no face is revealed to be holding a 

familiar skull-guitar). 

Miguel : De la Cruz‟s guitar? 

Mama Coco   : Papa?  

(Miguel turns, startled. Mama Coco points a crooked finger at the picture in his 

hand). 

(Miguel‟s eyes go wide as the connection down on him. Could it possibly be 

true?) 

Miguel  : Mama Coco, is your papa…Ernesto de la Cruz? 

Mama Coco : Papa! Papa! (0:16:00-0:16:42, P. 23-24) 
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In the ofrenda room (a room that is created by the family members of a 

person who has died), Miguel accidently dropped Coco’s photo with her parents. 

The fallen photo caused by Dante, Miguel’s dog. When Miguel picks up the old 

photo, he found the hidden section all these years. He found De la Cruz’s guitar in 

that photo and it makes him concludes that Mama Coco’s Papa was Ernesto de la 

Cruz. However when he still wondering about De la Cruz, at the same time the old 

Mama Coco asked for her Papa again. Mama Coco with her crocked finger points 

the photo which is hold by Miguel. She pointed with a trembling finger and a 

slightly weeping voice. She mentions “Papa” with sad emotions. Mama Coco was 

devastated by her father passing. She feels so sorrowful of that until in her old age 

and it makes her asked about him in several times.  

Datum 5: Miguel losses his prized guitar 

Abuelita :You want to end up like that man? Forgotten? Left of your 

family‟s ofrenda?! 

Miguel  : I don‟t care if I am on some stupid ofrenda! 

(Gaps from the family. Abuelita borrows hardens. She lifts the guitar in the air). 

Miguel  : No! 

Papa  : Mama… 

(Abuelia smash it to bits!) 

Abuelita : No guitar, no music. (softening). Come you will feel better after 

you eat with your family 

(She reaches out to comfort Miguel, but he is hurt beyond repair) 

Miguel  : I don‟t wanna be in this family 

(He snatches the photo from papa and bolts out of the hacienda) 

Papa  : Miguel! MIGUEL! (0:17:48-0:18:20, P. 26-27)  

After concluded that Ernesto de la Cruz is Mama Coco’s Papa, Miguel 

proudly announced it to his family. He wants to be like him, be the greatest 

musician of the world. However, his Abuelita and his parents strongly disagree 
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because music is forbidden in their family since Coco’s father left her with her 

Mama for playing music in the past. 

Despite the strong rejection of his family to play music, he keeps trying to 

play guitar in front of his family until it invites Abuelita’s anger and at the end 

Abuelita destroys Miguel’s guitar. The prized guitar that Miguel had been playing 

in secret all this time was smashed into pieces. Losing that guitar left Miguel 

devastated and very sad. As he ran away he wiped away his tears. He runs and 

leaves his family. 

Datum 6: The loss of Miguel in the graveyard 

Mama  : Miguel! 

(Miguel turns to see Papa and Mama still searching for him). 

Miguel  : Mama! 

Papa  : Miguel! Come home! 

(He reaches for his parents, but goes straight through them). 

Papa  : Where are you Miguel? (0:22:18-0:22:24 P.30) 

Miguel who left his family with a broken heart because his guitar was 

destroyed by his Abuelita, find an idea to join a singing contest in the plaza by 

borrow Ernesto de la Cruz guitar in museum which located in graveyard because 

in the plaza no one wants to borrow him a guitar.  

 But strangely when Miguel tried to strum Ernesto’s guitar he became 

invisible to the people around the museum. The museum guard did not see him 

nor did the people around the museum, including his mother and father who are 

sad because they are looking for Miguel who left the house and has not return yet 

until night. Miguel’s parents shouted his name for several times and looking from 

left to right or right to left with a sense of anxiety and worry which is indicated by 
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their voice. They asked Miguel to go home but no result. They feel pain because 

loosing Miguel.  

Death and loss are joyful (In the land of the dead) 

Datum 7: Miguel leaves his dead family happily 

Mama Imelda : Don't make this hard, mijo. You go home my way, or no way. 

Miguel  : You really hate music that much? 

Mama Imelda : I will not let you go down the same path he did. 

(Miguel gets an idea. He pulls the photo out and turns from the group). 

Miguel  : The same path he did. He’s family…  

(He gazes at the man with no face). 

Tia Victoria : Listen to your Mamá Imelda. 

Tio Oscar : She's just looking out for you. 

Tia Rosita : Be reasonable. 

(Miguel starts back toward the door). 

Miguel : Con permiso (excuse me), I... need to visit the restroom. Be 

right back! 

(Miguel sees himself out. The family waits for a beat). 

There is a moment in the land of the dead Miguel leaves his dead family 

with happy feeling or he loses his dead relatives but does not feel sad. After he 

became unseen by living people in the graveyard, he successfully entered the land 

of dead. In the land of dead he met with his dead relatives including Mama 

Imelda, Coco’s mother. Mama Imelda asked Miguel to put her photo back that 

Miguel took from the ofrenda in the land of living with condition that Miguel is 

forbidden to play music again. At first Miguel accepted it with unhappy feeling 
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then when he arrived in the land of the living he took Ernesto’s guitar again and 

automatically it brings him to come back in the land of the dead.  

Mama Imelda then angry, it is because Miguel does not want to stop to 

play music. She just does not want Miguel to end up like her husband, being 

forgotten by no one put his photo in the ofrenda because he left his family and 

never return back. However Miguel does not want to stop playing music, he 

finally leaves his dead relatives happily. He left his dead family with the excuse of 

looking for a bathroom, he asked permission while closing the door then ran down 

the stairs he ran in a hurry then hid behind the stairs occasionally seeing his family 

up the stairs looking for him. His eyeballs enlarged. He then covered his head 

with his hoodie and walked with enthusiasm because he wanted to find de la 

Cruz's blessing for come back to the land of the leaving and playing music again. 

He left his dead relatives with no sadness, he even eagerly went to look for 

Ernesto’s blessing.  

Datum 8: Every skeleton happy for Dia de Muertos 

Canned loop : Welcome back to the land of the dead. Please have all 

offerings ready for re-entry. We hope you enjoy your holiday!  
(Miguel and family get into the line for RE-ENTRY, along with other skeletons 

returning from the Land of the Living. Nearby, skeletons exit the Land of the Dead 

through a gate marked DEPARTURES. Miguel watches). 

Departure agent: Next family, please!ppppp 

(An ELDERLY COUPLE steps in front of a camera-mounted monitor. The 

monitor scans their faces and returns an image of their photos on an altar in the 

Land of the Living). 

Departure :  Oh your photos are on your son offrenda. Have a great visit. 

Elderly couple : Gracias (thankyou). 

Canned loop : …and remember to return before sunrise. Enjoy your visit!  

Departure : Your photo’s on your dentist ofrenda. Enjoy your visit!   

Juan Ortodoncia: Grashiash! (thankyou). (0:26:01-0:26:37, P. 36-37) 
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In the land of the dead no one feels sad. Everybody is happy for the Dia de 

Muertos day.  Dia de Muertos day is a holiday for dead people to visit their living 

family. They wear their beautiful clothes and it full of colors, the women put their 

make up on so they look stunning. They are so busy preparing their selves to meet 

their living family. They bring many kinds of foods and fruits to enter the re-entry 

in the land of dead. The Canned loop welcomed the skeletons for their re-entry 

with hope that those skeletons can enjoy their holiday visiting their living family 

in the land of the living. The Canned loop also remained the skeletons that do not 

forget to return before sunrise and for the second time said enjoy your visit. 

Meanwhile the departure checks the face of every skeleton on the computer to 

make sure that their photo is putted on their living family ofrenda or not. If yes 

the departure will say have a great visit or enjoy your visit. 

Datum 9: The concert of Ernesto skeleton makes everyone happy  

Miguel : Whoa…”Ernesto de la Cruz Sunrise Spectacular…!” Que 

padre! (how wonderful!). (0:36:44-0:36:49) 

*** 

Miguel  : Huh? 

Frida  : He does a couple of songs, the sun rises, everyone cheers— 

Miguel  : Excuse me, where‟s the real de la Cruz?  

Frida : Ernesto doesn’t do rehearsals. He’s too busy hosting that fancy 

party at the top of his tower. (0:39:57-0:40:08, P. 54-59) 

(She gestures out a large window to a GRAND ESTATE lit up in the distance, 

atop a steep hill).  

On way for looking Ernesto de la Cruz, Miguel meets Hector. Hector is a 

skeleton who cannot enjoy Dia de Muertos day because no one put his photo on 

the ofrenda so that he cannot visit his living family in the land of the living. 
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Hector declared himself that he knows how to meet Ernesto. It means they need 

each other. Hector needs Miguel to put his photo on the ofrenda when Miguel 

comes back to the land of the living and Miguel needs Hector to take him to meet 

Ernesto. 

They then walk together and suddenly Miguel sees that Ernesto de la Cruz 

will have a “Sunrise Spectacular” concert, Miguel so happy about that. The lens of 

his eyes enlarged while saying “whoa” with a voice of amazement. He smiled 

broadly as he said “Ernesto de la Cruz Sunrise Spectacular…! Que padre!”, que 

padre here means how wonderful. He then asks Hector to take him to Ernesto’s 

concert but they don’t have the ticket. Hector then bring Miguel to Ernesto’s 

rehearse. There, they meet Frida who said that Ernesto does not do rehearsal 

because he is too busy hosting in a fancy party in a top of his town. Ernesto also 

in Sunrise Spectacular will sing several songs that make everyone cheers about it.  

Datum 10: The skeleton crowd laughs because of Hector 

Hector  : Hey Gustavo! You know anything about this party? 

Gustavo : It‟s the hot ticket. But if you are not on the quest list you‟re never 

getting in, Chorizo… 

Musicians : Hey, it’s Chorizo! Choricito! 

Hector  : Ha ha, very funny guys. Very funny. 

Miguel  : Chorizo? 

Gustavo (to Miguel, re: Hector): Oh, this guy‟s famous! Go on, go on, ask him 

how he died! 

(Miguel looks to Hector, eyebrow cocked). 

Hector  : I don‟t want to talk about it.   

Gustavo : He choked on some CHORIZO! 

(The musicians laugh. Miguel to stifle a giggle). 

Hector : I didn‟t choke, okay—I got food poisoning, which is a big 

difference! (0:40:29-0:40:57, P. 59-60) 

(More laughter) 
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Still in the rehearsal building, Hector meets Gustavo and other musician. 

Hector asks Gustavo about Ernesto’s concert. Gustavo answer is if they want to 

see Ernesto de la Cruz, they have to join music competition to get a hot ticket. The 

one who win will get that ticket and get chance to meet Ernesto directly. Gustavo 

explains it to Miguel and Hector but at the end of his words he mocks Hector as 

Chorizo. He said that Hector death was caused by Chorizo’s coke. Hector denied 

it and it invites the other musician to laugh. He tries to explain that he did not 

coke but got food poisoning which is a big different, but the more he explained 

the more people laughed.  

Datum 11: Three old ladies skeleton playing cards happily around a wooden 

crate. 

Tia Chelo : Hector! 

Hector  : Tia Chelo! He-hey! 

(Hector hands them a bottle) 

Old Tias : Muchas gracias!(thank you) 

Hector  : Hey, hey! Save some for me! Is Chicharron around? 

Tia Chelo : In the bungalow. I don‟t know if he‟s in the mood for visitors… 

Hector  : Who doesn‟t like a visit from cousin Hector? (0:42:52-0:43:07 P. 

63-64) 

After heard from Gustavo that there will be music competition to get hot 

ticket and meet Ernesto, Miguel and Hector headed to Chiccaron’s place (Hector’s 

friend) to get a guitar. That place looks so shabby because the spirit who live there 

are the spirits who do not have photo on the ofrenda in the land of living and they 

almost forgotten, they almost face the final dead. But even so, those spirits look 

still enjoying their live. When Hector comes, Tia Chelo enthusiastically called 

Hector’s name in a high excited voice and so does the other old ladies. Hector did 

the same way. He was jumping up and down, taking off his hat and calling Tia 
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Chelo excitedly. The three old ladies are so happy when Hector came. They play 

card and Hector poured drink into their glasses while saying “hey hey save some 

for me” and it invites their laugh. 

Datum 12: The music competition makes everyone cheers 

(On the stage an Emcee greats her audience) 

EMCEE : Bievenidos a todos (welcome everybody)! Who’s ready for some 

musica (music)?  

(The audience whoops). 

EMCEE : It‟s a battle of the bands, amigos (friend)! The winner gets to play 

for the maestro himself, Ernesto de la Cruz, at his fiesta tonight! 

(The audience cheers. Hector elbow Miguel as they head backstage) 

Hector  : That‟s our ticket, muchaco (boy). 

EMCEE : Let the competition begin! 

Cut to 

 (On the stage Miguel shake of his nerves. Deep exhale and….)  

Miguel : HAAAAAAAAI-YAAAAAAAAAI-YAAAAAAAI! (0:47:57-0:51:18, 

P. 69-72) 

(The sound is full-throated and resonant. People in the audience whistle and 

whoop. Some return the grito some applaud lightly. His brows go up and he 

begins his guitar intro). 

Miguel finally got the guitar from Ernesto’s friend and he headed to the 

music concert. That music concert opened by an energetic MC, she greets 

everybody who attend that music concert. The audience full of enthusiasm to 

watch every performance of the participants until Miguel’s turn. Miguel was 

really nervous at first but when he gave his best grito (shout) and stared to play 

his instrument, the audiences directly whistle and whoop. Everybody cheers in 

that concert.  

Datum 13: Ernesto de la Cruz skeleton gives Miguel blessing 

De la Cruz : Soo the party will move across town for my “Sunrise Spectacular! 

Miguel, you must come to show! You will be my guest of honor! 

(Miguel eyes light up) 

Miguel  : You mean it? 
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De la Cruz : Of course, my boy! 

(Miguel‟s chest swells. Then deflates. He lifts his shirt, revealing the skeletal 

transition pathway up his torso). 

Miguel  : I can‟t…I have to go home before sunrise.  

De la Cruz : Oh, I really do need to get you home. 

(De la Cruz plucks a marigold petal from a vase). 

De la Cruz : It has been an honor. I am sorry to see you go, Miguel. I hope 

you die very soon. You know what I mean. (1:03:39-1:04:13, P. 

89-90) 

Miguel had performance, suddenly his family come and looking for him. 

He runs away and separate from Hector and his family because he does not want 

blessing from Mama Imelda. He then tries to look for Ernesto without Hector’s 

help. He meets with the winner of the concert competition, with the hot ticket he 

ask for help to take him to the Ernesto fancy building and finally he meets with 

Ernesto de la Cruz.  

There are many fun things Miguel did with Ernesto in the land of the dead. 

They sing together, act like Ernesto’s movie in life, share laugh, explain all of 

stuff that Ernesto has from his fans in the land of living and Ernesto even asks 

Miguel to come to his “Sunrise Spectacular” show and Miguel will be Ernesto’s 

guest of honor. However, Miguel cannot do that because he has to come back to 

the land of the living before sunrise because if not he will be skeleton. So Ernesto 

give blessing to Miguel and say “I am sorry to see you go Miguel, I hope die vary 

soon”. Ernesto hope that Miguel will die very soon, it is because being in the land 

of the dead is a fun one.  

Datum 14: The second death of Ernesto De la Cruz makes everyone happy 

De la Cruz : Nice kitty… 

(Suddenly Pepita head-butts de la Cruz and lifts him into the sky, flinging the 

singer in the air like a kitten playing with a ball of yarn). 

De la Cruz : AAAHHHH! Put me down! No, please! I beg of you, stop! Stop! 

NO! 
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(She swings him around to gain momentum, then throws him over the audience) 

De la Cruz : NO! AAAHHH! 

(He flies out of the stadium, hitting a giant church bell in the distance. The 

stadium erupts in cheers. In the midst of the cheering, an unsuspecting crowd 

member returns from concessions). 

Crowd member: What did I miss? (1:26:48-1:27:21, P. 119) 

When Ernesto gave that blessing, suddenly Hector came and begging to 

Miguel for brings his photo on the land of living. Miguel accepted that but 

Ernesto did not. Ernesto takes the photo, hector then angry. They renew about 

their partnership in life. Miguel then knows that Ernesto steal Hector’s song that 

made him famous and he murdered Hector. In order to protect his popularity, 

Ernesto throws Miguel with Hector in to a cave pit. Fortunately, Mama Imelda 

and her spirit guide found them. They finally come to Ernesto’s Sunrise 

Spectacular to take Hector’s photo. In the concert Ernesto for the second time 

throws Miguel out of the tall building, the audience saw Ernesto’s crime on the 

stage. Fortunately, Pevita catches Miguel and then she attacks Ernesto. Pevita 

throws Ernesto in to a giant bell. He then faces the second die and it makes all the 

audiences cheered and clapped they are all happy on Ernesto death.  

B. Discussion 

In this section the researcher discussed about the binary opposition that is 

showed in finding section in other word the researcher decided which one of that 

binary opposition is privilege.  

In finding the researcher has shown that the binary opposition found in Coco 

movie is Death and loss are painful vs Death and loss are joyful. Death and loss 

are painful is occupy highest position while Death and loss are joyful occupy 

lower position. Death and loss are painful occupy highest position because that is 
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what people agree in society, death and loss are two things that can make people 

sad or sorrowful, depress, angry and many more.  This is in line with Zilberfein 

(1999) opinion which stated that when face death or loss the people we love, 

different emotion come into play. Upon the occurrence of death, sadness is a 

common reaction. As a person tries to adjust to life without the person they care 

about, depression may take hold. Anger is another emotion commonly by those 

who are face death and loss. As one the lives with the loss, they become scared, 

lonely and confused (Gard, 2000). In Islam, remember death will cause worry 

feeling because we are heading to the land of death which is eternal and it is stated 

in Baihaqi hadith “often remember the breaker of all pleasure, namely death……” 

(HR. Baihaqi, Ibnu Hibban and Bazzar, validated by Syeikh Al-Albani in Shahih 

al-Jami, hadith number 1222). In that hadith stated that death is a breaker of 

pleasure, it means death make people feel sad because the people who die will 

loss the pleasure of this world.      

Feeling like sadness and anger because of death and loss of someone we love 

or a thing we like is also occurred in Coco movie. There are six datum in finding 

section that the researcher showed. The first datum until the sixth datum in finding 

section shows that death and loss is painful. Coco’s father left her with her Mama 

when she was toddler because her Papa wanted to play music for the world and he 

never return back (D1), Ernesto de la Cruz die because was hit by a giant bell 

(D2), Mama Coco remembered her Papa (D3), For the second time Mama Coco 

ask about her Papa (D4), Miguel losses his prized guitar (D5) and the loss of 

Miguel in the graveyard (D6). 
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Those all datum shows that death and loss are something painful to 

experience. The left of Coco’s papa makes her feels lonely until in her old age, the 

death of Ernesto make his fans feel sorrow, when Coco heard Miguel and 

Abuelita talk about her papa she felt sad and that is people common reaction when 

they being left of their loved ones, the loss of Miguel’s guitar make him so sad 

and also when Miguel loss in graveyard his parents also feel sorrowful.  

In the other side, death and loss are joyful things is occupy low position 

because in general it is impossible that those two things are pleasant things. 

Where ever you go in this world no one would say that death and loss are two 

pleasant things, because those two things are capable to make people cry, angry, 

lonely, sorrowful even depress. However in this research, the researcher reversed 

that binary opposition or overturned it by deconstruction theory as what Derrida 

(1981:42) explained in his book that there are two steps to go through when 

deconstructing text. The first is to identify the opposition, second is to decide 

which one is privilege then reverse or overturn it.  

The first privilege of the binary opposition is death and loss are painful 

because it is occupy the highest position which means dominant while death and 

loss are joyful things is the marginal one because it is occupy the lower position. 

However, through deconstruction and its steps the lower position become the 

highest position. In other word, death and loss are joyful become the privilege 

one, not in lower position anymore. The proof is by the data which shows in 

finding section. There are eight datum in Coco movie which portrayed death and 

loss are joyful things. It is start from datum seven to datum fourteen. In land of the 
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dead, Miguel leaves his dead family happily (D7), Every skeleton happy for Dia 

de Muertos (8) The concert of Ernesto skeleton makes everyone happy (D9), The 

skeleton crowd laughs because of Hector (D10). Three old ladies skeleton playing 

card happily in around a wooden crate (D11), the music competition in the land of 

dead makes everyone cheers (D12), Ernesto gives blessing to Miguel whit the end 

of sentence “I hope you die very soon” (D13), All audience happy when Ernesto 

die for the second time (D14).   

Apart from datum seven to datum fourteen in Coco movie which state that 

death is joyful thing, there is a new study claim that people do not actually fear to 

death because it is actually fun. A new study at Western University Canada and 

the University of Liege conclude that death is generally a positive experience and 

feels like euphoria or happiness. The study used text mining (text mining is the 

process of exploring and analyzing large amount of unstructured data text assisted 

by software that can identify concept patterns, topic, keywords and other attributes 

in data) and artificial intelligence to analyze NDE (Near Death Experience) 

description of 158 patients, selecting keyword about the process. Positive word 

such as “light” (67 percent) and “good” (65 percent) appeared the most frequently 

compared to “fear” report by 24 percent of respondent and dead reported by 18 

percent of respondent. The study found that most people who had Near Death 

Experience (NDEs) had pleasure feeling so strong that make them do not want to 

come back to life (Zuhri, 2020). 

In Islam also there are many verses and hadiths which state that death is better 

or the land of dead is better than the land of living. One of them is Surah Gafir 
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verse 39:  َنْياَ م خِسَةَ هِيَ دَازُ الْقسََازيٰقوَْمِ انَِّمَا هٰرِهِ الْحَيٰوةُ الدُّ اِنَّ الْْٰ تاَعٌ وَّۖ , the translation is 

“O my people! The life of this world is only a (temporary) pleasure and indeed the 

Hereafter is an eternal land”. Brief interpretation of the Ministry of Region of 

Republic Indonesia: O my people! Indeed, the life of this mortal world is only a 

temporary pleasure that is easy to get and easy to disappear and indeed the 

Hereafter is a land that never and last forever. Addition, one of hadith which state 

that death is better because death is rest for the believers, from Abu Qatadah bin 

Rib’i al-Ansari, he narrated that there was a corpse that passed through Rasulullah 

Saw, so he said, “The one who rests, and the one who is rested from it” they (the 

companion) asked “O Messenger of Allah, what (means) the one who rest, and the 

one who is rested from it?” He replied, “A believer servant rest from the 

exhaustion and distraction of the world towards Allah. As for the poor (evil) 

servant, many people, the earth, trees and animal rest from it. [HR. Bukhari and 

Muslim]    

In Mexico itself, death is celebrated by people who are still alive. Day of the 

Death or which know as Dia de Muertos take place in late October and early 

November Mexico, the living remember and honor those who have died but with 

celebration not sorrow. This celebration day takes two days in a year. According 

to Andres Medina, a researcher at the Anthropological Research Institute of 

National Autonomous University of Mexico, no one knows when the first Day of 

dead celebrations took place but the culture is rooted in agricultural-related beliefs 

from pre-Hispanic Mexico. In Dia de Muertos day, adult and children alike 

dressed as skull and took pictures, capturing the yearly celebration full of joy. It is 
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believed that in the Day of Dead or Dia de Muertos they can communicate with 

their deceased loved ones (Edwin in Kompas.Tv, 2022). That is what depicted in 

Coco Movie, because actually Coco movie is the picture of Mexican culture. 

Darla K. Anderson as the producer of Coco movie when get called from 

Kumparan team stated that Coco is the result of the hard work of the entire team 

in it. This movie has been production since 2011 with several researches in 

Mexico until finally in 2017 it can release, she continued that this movie is really 

interesting in filmmaking because we learn a lot of culture, holiday and this film 

has its own way of conveying a good message (Kumparan.com). 

The research which done by Felita and Elda in 2019 also found that in Coco 

movie the portrayed of death in a film does not always have to be related to the 

elements commonly associated with death such as the typical gloomy atmosphere 

from a spectrum of dark colors. The Coco animation film visualization made to 

celebrate and to respect relatives who had passed away. In Coco movie everything 

looks so stunning, colorful even though the story is about death and loss.       
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

The conclusion made based on the formulation of research question, while 

the suggestion expected to provide knowledge to the next researchers who 

interested in farther work in this field. 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing the data, the researcher concludes the result of this 

research that, in Coco movie death and loss are clearly portrayed both in the land 

of living and in the land of death. The researcher found the binary opposition in 

this movie that is death and loss are painful versus death and loss are joyful. Death 

and loss are painful at fist as the privilege or the dominant meaning while death 

and loss are joyful as the marginal one or occupy low position. However after the 

researcher deconstruct it by using the steps of deconstruction Derrida, the 

researcher found that death and loss are joyful which occupy low position at first 

successfully occupy higher position with the data that researcher found in finding 

section.   

So from that the researcher concludes that death and loss is not always 

sorrow or painful because in Coco movie it is clearly portrayed that death and loss 

is joyful. In Coco movie death and loss in the land of dead makes people happy, 

no one sad about it. 
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to give several 

suggestions: 

1. The researcher suggests for the next researcher who will make the similar 

research about deconstruction can use the other topic to be analyzed. 

2. The researcher recommends that the readers can analyze other types of 

literary work such as poem, song, novel, folklore, folktales etc. 

3. The researcher hopes that through this thesis, the reader will able to learn 

how to apply critical reading using deconstruction theory so that the reader 

will see other perspective in a literary work. 

4. Finally the researcher suggests for the students of English and Literature 

department could analyze the other aspect of literary work by using 

deconstruction. So, the other are able to know other aspect of 

deconstruction represented in literary work. 
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APPENDICES 

Death and Loss in the land of living 

Miguel            : See a long time ago there was this family. 

Miguel   : The papá, he was a musician. 

Miguel : He and his family would sing, and dance, and count their 

blessings... (beat). But he also had a dream... to play for the world. 

(beat) And one day he left with his guitar... and never returned. 

Miguel : I know I'm not supposed to love music -- but it's not my     fault! 

It's his: Ernesto de la Cruz. The greatest musician of all time. 

Miguel : He started out a total nobody from Santa Cecilia, like me. But 

when he played music, he made people fall in love with him. He 

starred in movies. He had the coolest guitar... He could fly! And he 

wrote the best songs! But my all-time favorite? It's— 

Ernesto de la Cruz  : (singing)…. REMEMBER ME THOUGH I HAVE TO SAY 

GOODBYE. REMEMBER ME…. 

Miguel : He lived the kind of life you dream about... Until 1942.. 

Ernesto de la Cruz  : ….UNTIL YOU ARE IN MY ARMS AGAIN. REMEMBER 

ME. 

Miguel : When he was crushed by a giant bell.  

Abuelita  : Ay, Dios mío... Being part of this family means being HERE for 

this family... I don't want to see you end up like-- 

Miguel  : Like Mamá Coco's papá? 

Abuelita : Never mention that man! He's better off forgotten. 

Miguel  : But you're the one who-- 

Abuelita  : Ta, ta, ta-tch! 

Miguel  : I was just-- 

Abuelita  : Tch-tch! 

Miguel  : But-- 

Abuelita : Tch! 

Miguel  : I-- 

Abuelita : Tch-tch! 
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Mama Coco : Papá? Papá is home...? 

Abuelita  : Mamá, cálmese, cálmese. 

Mama Coco  : Papá is coming home? 

Abuelita  : No Mamá. It's okay, I'm here. 

Miguel  : Dante! No, Dante, stop! 

Miguel  : No, no, no, no, no! No... 

Miguel  : De la Cruz's guitar...? 

Mama Coco : Papá? 

Mama Coco : Papá? 

Miguel  : Mamá Coco, is your papá... Ernesto de la Cruz? 

Mama Coco : Papá! Papá! 

Abuelita  : You want to end up like that man? Forgotten? Left off your family's 

ofrenda?! 

Miguel  : I don't care if I'm on some stupid ofrenda! 

Miguel  : No! 

PAPÁ : Mamá... 

Abuelita  : There. No guitar, no music. (softening) 

Miguel  : I don't wanna be in this family! 

PAPÁ : Miguel! MIGUEL! 

MAMÁ : Miguel! 

Miguel : Mamá! 

PAPÁ : Miguel! Come home! 

PAPÁ : Where are you, Miguel?! 

Death and loss in the land of dead 

Mama Imelda : Don't make this hard, mijo. You go home my way, or no way. 

Miguel  : You really hate music that much? 
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Mama Imelda : I will not let you go down the same path he did. 

Miguel  : The same path he did. He’s family…  

Tia Victoria : Listen to your Mamá Imelda. 

Tio Oscar : She's just looking out for you. 

Tia Rosita : Be reasonable. 

Miguel : Con permiso (excuse me), I... need to visit the restroom. Be right 

back! 

Canned Loop: Welcome back to the Land of the Dead. Please have all offerings 

ready for re-entry. We hope you enjoyed your holiday! 

Arrival Agent : Welcome back! Anything to declare? 

Traveler  : Some churros... from my family. 

Arrival Agent : How wonderful! Next! 

Canned Loop : ...If you are experiencing travel issues, agents at the Department 

of Family Reunions are available to assist you. 

Departures Agent : Next family, please! 

Departures Agent:  Oh, your photos are on your son's ofrenda. Have a great visit! 

Elderly Couple: Gracias. 

Canned Loop: ...And remember to return before sunrise. Enjoy your visit! 

Departures Agent: Next! 

Departures Agent: Your photo’s on your dentist's ofrenda. Enjoy your visit! 

Juan Ortodoncia: Grashiash! 

Miguel  : Whoa..."Ernesto de la Cruz's Sunrise Spectacular...!” Qué padre! 

Frida : He does a couple of songs, the sun rises, everyone cheers-- 

Miguel  : Excuse me, where's the real de la Cruz? 

Frida  : Ernesto doesn't do rehearsals. He's too busy hosting that fancy party 

at the top of his tower. 

Hector : Hey Gustavo! You know anything about this party? 
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Gustavo : It's the hot ticket. But if you're not on the guest list you're never 

getting in, Chorizo... 

Musicians : Hey, it's Chorizo! / Choricito! 

Hector  : Ha ha, very funny guys. Very funny. 

Miguel  : Chorizo? 

Gustavo  : (to Miguel, re: Héctor) Oh, this guy's famous! Go on, go on, ask 

him how he died! 

Hector : I don't want to talk about it. 

Gustavo : He choked on some CHORIZO! (The musicians laugh. Miguel tries 

to stifle a giggle). 

Hector : I didn't choke, okay -- I got food poisoning, which is a big 

difference! (More laughter). 

Ratty Group : COUSIN HÉCTOR!! 

Hector  : Eh! These guys! 

Ratty Member: HÉCTOR!! 

Hector  : Hey Tío! Qué onda! 

Miguel  : These people are all your family? 

Miguel  : Eh, in a way... We're all the ones with no photos or ofrendas, no 

family to go home to. Nearly forgotten, you know? (beat) So, we all 

call each other cousin, or tío, or whatever. 

Tia Chelo : Héctor! 

Hector  : Tía Chelo! He-hey! (Héctor hands them a bottle). 

Old Tias : Muchas gracias! 

Hector  : Hey, hey! Save some for me! Is Chicharrón around? 

Tia Chelo : In the bungalow. I don't know if he's in the mood for visitors... 

Hector  : Who doesn't like a visit from Cousin Héctor? 

EMCEE : Bienvenidos a todos! Who's ready for some música? (The audience 

whoops). 
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EMCEE  : It's a battle of the bands, amigos! The winner gets to play for the 

maestro himself, Ernesto de la Cruz, at his fiesta tonight! 

Hector  : That's our ticket, muchacho. 

EMCEE : Let the competition begin! 

EMCEE  : Damas y caballeros! De la Cruzcito! 

Hector  : Arre papá! Hey! 

Hector : (to Dante) What's he doing? Why isn't he playing? 

Audience Member: Bring back the singing dogs! 

Miguel : HAAAAAAAI-YAAAAAAAAAAAI-YAAAAAAAAI! 

De la Cruz : Soon, the party will move across town for my "Sunrise 

Spectacular!" (beat). Miguel, you must come to the show! You will 

be my guest of honor! 

Miguel  : You mean it?! 

De la Cruz  : Of course, my boy! 

Miguel  : I can't... I have to get home before sunrise. 

De la Cruz  : Oh, I really do need to get you home. 

De la Cruz  : It has been an honor. I am sorry to see you go, Miguel. I hope you 

die very soon (beat).You know what I mean. (beat) Miguel. I give 

you my bles— 

Crowd : Boo! Murderer! 

De la Cruz  : Please, please, mi familia... 

Audience Member: Get off the stage! 

De la Cruz  : Orchestra! A-one-A-two-A-one—(The conductor snaps his baton. 

More booing). 

De la Cruz  : (singing) REMEMBER ME, THOUGH I HAVE TO-- (beat) 

Crowd Member: Look! (Crowd members point up to the screen. Pepita rises 

above the ledge with Miguel on her back. Miguel slides off her wing 

and runs to his family). 
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De la Cruz  : Nice kitty...(Suddenly Pepita head-butts de la Cruz and lifts him 

into the sky, flinging the singer in the air like a kitten playing with a 

ball of yarn). 

De la Cruz  : AAAHHHH! Put me down! No, please! I beg of you, stop! Stop! 

NO! (She swings him around to gain momentum, then throws him 

over the audience). 

De la Cruz  : NO! AAAHHH! 

Crowd Member: What did I miss? 
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